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Localization technology is one of the supporting
technologies in the wireless sensor network. Access to the
localization information of sensor node plays a key part in
the application of sensor network. The localization
information of event occurrence and observation node is
indispensable when sensor network is implementing the
monitoring activities. Without localization information, data
obtained from network will be senseless, that is to say, data
without localization information is of no value. With the
deepening study of Internet of things, its application
becomes more widespread, thus, it is because the fixed
network structure no longer meets the newly increasing
needs that the introduction of mobile nodes expands the
wireless sensor application, bringing also technological
challenges.
Wireless sensor network localization can be divided into
range-based localization and range-free localization, whose
difference mainly lies in whether needing the distance
information or not. In the algorithm of the range-based
localization, node acquires the distance information by using
range-based technology which has higher localization
accuracy but requires additional equipment. Commonly used
localization technologies include RSSI—received signal
strength indication, TOA—time of arrival, TDOA—time
difference of arrival and AOA—angle of arrival and other
technologies. While the algorithm of range-free localization
locates only by relying on the connected relation among
adjacent nodes, which requires no support of network
infrastructure and has lower localization accuracy. But when
the mobile nodes appear in the network, the localization
accuracy and efficiency are much lower because of the node
mobility not being taken into consideration of the algorithm,
Presently proposed algorithm of wireless sensor network
mostly takes no account of the mobility of nodes, thus the
localization accuracy will be greatly affected when the nodes
are moving. In view of the mobility of the wireless sensor
network nodes, Lingxuan Hu et al, from Virginia University,
for the first time applied MCL (Monte Carlo Localization)
used in mobile robotics to the mobile wireless sensor
[1]
. Based on range-free localization, MCL
network
[2-3]
algorithm
randomly selects a number of particles in
accordance with the posterior probability distribution, and
approximately shows the values of the continuous
probability density function with the sum of these discrete

Abstract—To meet the needs of node mobility of Internet of
thing (IOT), a localization algorithm named Weighted Monte
Carlo Localization based on Smallest Enclosing Circle is
proposed, which is based on the classic Monte Carlo
Localization algorithm, aiming to solve the localization
problem of mobile nodes. The algorithm uses the hops of
anchor nodes and generates the smallest enclosing circle of
anchor nodes to assist localizing, thus effectively inhibited the
unevenness of anchor nodes caused by the Monte Carlo
localization algorithm and reflects impact of the anchor nodes
on unknown nodes. The simulation results show that the
algorithm effectively reduces the sampling area and the
sampling frequency, eventually increase the accuracy of
localized nodes.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

With the deepening research and application in the
Internet of things, the system of information perception
composed of information acquisition and information
transmission is the key area in promoting the application of
the Internet of things, and in which the wireless sensor
network plays a key role in promoting this industry. The
wireless sensor network will help the Internet of things
realize the overall improvement of social production and life
in information perception, information communication and
decisive capability. Through random dispenser of aircraft or
artificial arrangement, wireless sensor network will mostly
deploy the nodes inside or in the vicinity of the monitoring
area. These nodes, in a self-organizing way, constitute a
wireless network, whose main purpose is to cooperatively
percept, acquire and handle the information of the perceptive
object within the network coverage, then send to the
observers. The wireless sensor network, due to its good
performance in remote and real-time monitoring in harsh
working conditions, has been widely applied in areas, such
as intelligent transportation, national defense military,
environmental monitoring, health care, space exploration and
fine agriculture and so on, in which node localization
technology is the premise to the application of target
recognition, monitoring and tracking etc.
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particles, thus estimates the localization of the undetermined
node. By using distance information and network
connectivity, Bram Dil et al improved MCL algorithm, put
forward range-based SMCL (Sequential Monte Carlo
[4]
and improved the positioning
Localization) algorithm
accuracy, but such algorithm leads to a higher
communication cost with its use of multi-hop anchor nodes
information. By limiting the scope of sampling range, Aline
Baggio advanced the MCL algorithm and put forward Monte
[5]
Carlo box (MCB) algorithm , and such method improves
the sampling efficiency, but when the observed data is in a
relatively small proportion of the anchor box, sampling
efficiency drops down. By predicting the MCL algorithm
and improving the filtration process, Stevens-Navarro et al
[6]
put forward Dual MCL and Mixer MCL algorithm . Dual
MCL is the condition for exchanging the prediction of MCL
algorithm and the filter process. That is to say, predict first
with the current observed data, and then filter according to
the previous position. This algorithm improves the
positioning accuracy of the nodes within a certain range, but
it also increases the sample -gaining time.
This paper put forward smallest enclosing circle
weighted Monte Carlo Localization(SWMCL) algorithm,
which effectively inhibited the impact caused by the uneven
distribution of anchor nodes on the positioning in MCL
algorithm and fully considered the impact anchor node
localization made on undetermined nodes, narrowing the
sampling area, reducing the sampling times, and improving
the positioning accuracy of nodes.
II.

III.

Based on the smallest enclosing circle, this paper
presents a weighted Monte Carlo Localization, and its basic
ideas are as follows: Firstly, during the initialization of the
sample, we utilize network connectivity to select the sample
and then position the unknown nodes existing at least one
anchor node around. Secondly, we take use of anchor node
areas covered with the SEC (Smallest Enclosing Circle) to
deduct possible position of unknown node at the current
moment. And according to the anchor node information the
unknown node perceived within unit time slot t, the SEC
including all one hop and two hops anchor nodes can be
generated. Moreover, the circle’s center of SEC is the
geometric center of coverage area in which anchor nodes
with all one-hop and two hops lie. And the center is the
distinguishing localization of the unknown node. When the
node in time t, the sampling area forms a circle and the circle
takes the distinguishing localization as its center and its
1 V

radius is 2 max . The node can firstly complete sampling
inside the circle and then based on the filter conditions filter
out the unreasonable sampling point till enough effective
sample obtained. Finally, we can utilize the hops between
nodes and anchor nodes to determine degree of influence the
unknown node suffered from the anchor nodes, and to
determine the value of the size based on the principle of
binary exponential back-off. Consequently, the greater hops
away from anchor node, the lower influence degree unknown
node will suffer from anchor node and correspondingly, the
obtained weights will be smaller; conversely, the smaller
hops away from anchor node, the higher influence degree
unknown node will suffer from anchor node, and the
obtained weights will be greater correspondingly. At last, we
can estimate position based on the position distribution of
sample point collected in the sample and its corresponding
weighs.
We can implement the algorithm by the following six
phases. That is, the initialization phase, the sampling phase,
the filtering phase, the re-sampling phase, the importance
sampling phase and the node position estimation.

MONTE CARLO LOCALIZATION ALGORITHMS
[7]

uses a
The basic idea of Monte Carlo localization
sample collection that contains N samples to describe the
localization of the node distribution. Localization of the
mobile network can be described as: Let t be discrete time,
and

Lt

A WEIGHTED MONTE CARLO LOCALIZATION BASED
ON SMALLEST ENCLOSING CIRCLE

be the localization of the node distribution at time t,

and ot be the information the nodes received from anchor
nodes within time t-1 to time t (thus, the distance from
anchor nodes and its hops count). Transfer equation pl t l t 1 
describes the localization distribution probability at time t
according to the prediction of localization distribution at time

A. The Initialization Phase
In the Initialization phase, the anchor node utilizes the
common method similar to DV-Hop to broadcast their
localization information and then position the undetermined
node which can receive several anchor nodes’ information.
Namely, selecting samples, we should take advantage of
network connectivity rather than selecting samples randomly
from the whole network deployment areas. By doing so, we
can shorten the time for algorithm at this stage and improve
sampling efficiency.

t-1, while the observation equation plt ot  describes at time

o

t the probability of the given observation node t at lt .
The algorithm consists of three phases: at the
initialization phase, we select N sample points randomly in
the deployment area. And at the forecast phase, we firstly
predict the node localization based on the motion model, and
then take the estimated localization of last moment as node’s
center, while the maximum translational speed of node
Vmax
is the circle sample of its radius. The filtering phase is
that filters samples based on observation equation and
perceptual information. If the filtered sample is less than N,
then we should repeatedly make a prediction and filtering of
those samples till N effective samples obtained.

B. The Sampling Phase
Utilizing the information of all one and two hops
undetermined node perceived from time t-1 to time t, we can
find out the SEC containing coverage area in which the
entire anchor node lie. And this SEC is either the circumcircle with three anchor nodes or such a determined circle
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which takes unknown two anchor nodes as its diameter. The

off, when time t meets the filter conditions of anchor node

 

l ti

4

computational complexity of this SEC is O n by the way
of violence.
Wang et al proposed an algorithm to generate the

hop k, the weight of sample
i
t

. The
computational complexity of SEC
algorithm uses the FPVD (Farthest Point Voronoi Diagram)
[8]
to calculate the liner complexity of this SEC . Of which,
the circle's center of SEC is the geometric center of all
anchor nodes lied in the coverage areas. That is, the center is
the distinguishing localization of the unknown node in
current time.
Suppose the moving direction and velocity of nodes is
V
unknown, while its maximum velocity max is fixed. Then,
the localization distribution of the nodes at time t is inside
the circle which takes the circle’s center of SEC as its’ and
1 V
i i
2 max as its radius. This paper defines d lt , lt 1 as
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of the sample set.

F. Computation of the Node’s Localization
The undetermined node’s localization:

li

 x, y 

N
 N

  wi xi , wi yi 
i 1
i 1
 (5)

x, y  is the
Of which, N is the sum of the specimen;
x , y 
undetermined node’s localization; i i is the localization

 

 

of specimen; wi is the normalization weights of specimen.
IV.

C. The Filtering Phase
According to the observation equation and the received
information of anchor nodes with one and two hops, we can
filter the samples and delete the unreasonable samples. And
the condition of filtering is as follows:
filter(l ) s  S1 , d l , s  r  s  S 2 ,

r

1
t

weight of the effective sample:

Euclidean distance between point t and point t 1 , then, the
localization distribution of the undetermined nodes at time t
is uniform:
 4
d lti , lc 1 Vmax
 V2
2
i
(1)
p lt lc  max
i
0
1
d lt , lc .
V
2 max




1/ 2

(3)
After the importance sampling stage, the effective sample
collection
obtained
is
as
follows:

O lgd 8R n



w

is:

k 1

SIMULATIONS

A. Conditions of simulation
This research adopts the emulation instrument mclsimulator which is identical to the one mentioned in
[9]
literature .
Node of the sensor is located in a 500m*500m barrierfree square range at random.
(1) The undetermined node and the anchor node have the
same communication radius r, which is set at 50m;
(2) Movement of the node fits for the random waypoint
model which is most widely used in the movable selforganized network. The speed shift of the undetermined node
Vmin ,Vmax  and S min , S max 
and the anchor node are
respectively.

d l , s  2r

(2)
Of which, r is the communication radius of anchor nodes,
I is the undetermined phase, S1 is the collection of anchor
nodes with one hop perceived by undermined nodes,

S 2 means such a collection of anchor nodes with two hops
that cannot be perceived directly by the undermined nodes
but can be perceived indirectly by the neighbor nodes.
D. The Re-sampling Phase
The re-sampling phase is to ensure enough effective
samples, because the obtained and effective samples are less
than N. Therefore, in order to obtain enough effective
samples, we should repeatedly make a prediction and
filtering of those samples till N effective samples collected.

(3) The density of the node and the anchor node are N d and

Sd respectively; which is used to signify the average
number of nodes and the anchor nodes in the first hop of
communication range.
(4) The number of effective specimen is N, which is set at 50.
B. Results of the simulation
In order to testify the effectiveness of the Weighted
Monte Carlo Localization based on Smallest Enclosing
Circle, emulation of the influence on the average error of
node localization is made in this section. The influence is by
maximum node movement speed, anchor node density, and
node density. And the simulation is analyzed compared to
the present MCL algorithm. The proportion to the distance

E. Importance Sampling Phase
Importance sampling will consider the impact that the
anchor node hops make on the undetermined nodes, different
hops of anchor nodes correspond to different sample weights.
The greater the hops of sample are, the smaller the weight is
given. According to the principle of binary exponential back
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between the estimated position and the actual position and
communication radius signifies the error of node localization.

Figure 2 illustrates the anchor node density’s influence
on the localization error, along with the increase of the
number of anchor node; node can receive more information
to assist localization, to make localization accuracy increase.
But in formation of excessive anchor nodes effects anchor
node localization accuracy in an unimportant way.
Localization accuracy will also be more stable. Figure 3
illustrates the node density’s influence on the localization
error. The increase of node density assists it collecting more
information of the two-hop anchor to realize information
filtering. Thus the node localization accuracy is optimized.
But when the density of nodes reaches a certain value, the
nodes can get enough two-hop anchor node information, and
then the localization accuracy will not continue to increase.

Figure 1. Influence on the error of node localization by node moving
speed

With the increase of the node speed, the moving distance
of the node increases; the next possible node distributed area
may thus increase. The localization accuracy decreases as a
result of excessive sampling specimen, while the localization
accuracy increases as the node collects more information of
anchor node. Figure 1 shows the influence on the error of
node localization by node moving speed. With the increase
of the node speed, the two algorithms has appeared different
degree of particle degeneration, as can be seen from the
graph, when the maximum node moving speed is at 0.4 r/t,
accuracy of node localization is at its best.
On the node localization error by anchor node density
and node density mainly depends on the information
collected by node in the moving process. Figure 2 and figure
3 show that SWMCL has higher localization accuracy than
MCL does.

Figure 3. Node density’s influence on localization error

V.

CONCLUSION

This paper, in view of the characteristics of mobile
wireless sensor network, proposed a smallest enclosing circle
weighted Monte Carlo Localization (SWMCL) algorithm,
which has made full use of the coverage area and hop
information of anchor nodes, avoided the impact caused by
the uneven distribution of nodes on the positioning error, and
at the same time, optimized the impact hopping information
of anchor nodes made on the positioning nodes. Simulation
results show that SWMCL algorithm has good expansibility
and robustness, thus effectively improves the positioning
accuracy of nodes.
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